Why It Matters for Your Church
Forum12 is a family of dedicated Christ followers based in Spokane, Washington. Over the last few years,
Jesus has performed miracles in each founding member of Forum12, inciting radical change in our hearts
that lead us to His mission for our lives and work. The Holy Spirit baptized us with the vision for Forum12, a
multi-generational plan to prepare the way for Jesus by coming alongside Him in HIs pursuit of His Bride.
Forum12 is an apostolic mission that utilizes advancements in technology to expand the reach of the
Gospel to all nations and peoples while positioning the Church on the cutting edge of innovation. The
following details our novel approach to sharing Jesus and making disciples:

The Billion Soul Goal
First and foremost, HolARgram is a new way to fulfill the Great Commission - an innovative method of
spreading the Gospel across all people and nations to bring one billion new souls into the Kingdom.
HolARgram is a faith-based social media platform designed specifically for churches and believers to share
the Gospel and testimony with new people, while sharing life with one another. Noteworthy features that
contribute directly to the building of the Kingdom are:
Permanent 3D AR Testimonies & Sermons: While HolARgram can be utilized like any other social
media app (aside from the censorship of Christian content), the platform also features a
ground-breaking recording methodology that allows churches and believers to record, upload, and
view content in 3D, as easily as they upload and view traditional content. The digital content is then
displayed in the user’s physical environment - a concept known as augmented reality (AR).
○

HolARgram is centered on testimony and faith-based content, and the added feature of 3D
viewing makes this content relational and impactful. The 3D display option puts the
content creator right in your physical environment, so it feels like they are right there with

you. A non-believer having access to thousands of testimonies from across the world is
powerful, but HolARgram takes it one step further so that the listener feels as if they heard
these testimonies in person.
○

HolARgram stores content through Arweave, a “blockchain” platform that prevents
censorship and tampering of data by storing immutable, locked files permanently across
an entire network of computers. This way, the Gospel is permanently accessible, cannot
be taken down or censored, and can be distributed without internet connectivity.

○

HolARgram’s revolutionary recording method positions churches on the cutting edge of
technological advancement, providing them the opportunity to shape the coming social
landscape before it reaches widespread adoption.

Content Curation: HolARgram features a unique content curation system that allows content
creators (like churches posting sermons) to make posts into NFTs1. Users can then like these posts
using cryptocurrency ($C12) and receive a portion of the NFT in return. In this way, HolARgram
users can view content and profit off of posts in an ad free environment.
○

This curation mechanism contributes to the elevation of faith-based content that is aligned
with the heart of Christ, as posts with the most “paid likes” filter to the top of the feed2.

○

“Paid likes” serve as another form of donation to churches outside of tithing.

○

Content creators have the option to designate an organization that paid likes will fund
(survivors of natural disasters, international missions, etc), giving users the opportunity to
directly benefit the Kingdom just by liking a post.

Tithing Mechanism: HolARgram features a tithing mechanism that allows believers to tithe to their
churches using cryptocurrency (Carbon12) with the push of a button, while protecting approved
churches from risk through our loss coverage program detailed below.
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○

Churches and believers will automatically have a crypto wallet by nature of HolARgram,
making tithing with $C12 incredibly easy for both the giver and the recipient.

○

The Carbon12 treasury will cover all losses for approved churches that result from a dip in
the value of $C12 from the time of donation to the time of withdrawal, as well as covering
exchange fees between USD and $C12. This makes Carbon12 essentially risk and fee free
for approved churches.

○

HolARgram will feature an auto-tithe option that allows believers to automatically tithe 10%
of new income to their home church with a HolARgram profile.

NFTs are digital fingerprints or ID for a digital asset. It is essentially the “deed” to a digital asset as it
signifies proof of ownership.
2
As HolARgram is a faith-based app that adheres to Scripture, posts that do not align with Biblical truth or
the message of Christ are subject for removal.

Cryptocurrency for Christians
Carbon12 ($C12) is a cryptocurrency designed for the worldwide Church, to unite believers as one force in
a parallel economy that functions separately from an unreliable system. Creating a self-sufficient economy
that cannot be broken, Carbon12’s purpose for churches and believers is three pronged:
●

●

Unification - a common currency among believers across the world establishes a mechanism to
unite the Body like never before. By connecting believers with brothers and sisters on the
opposite side of the globe, Carbon12 can streamline collective Church efforts to see God’s will
done on earth.
○

A common currency among believers will open doors to collective church led projects to
bless communities on a global scale - think millions of Christians donating to a single
cause in a single currency with no transaction delays (building a school in Africa, providing
aid to victims of natural disasters)

○

A native church currency that operates independently of the traditional financial system
will smooth frictions surrounding currency exchange and differing governmental
regulations as churches fund international plants.

Fortification - the ability to access and share funds within a protected ecosystem of believers will
strengthen the worldwide Church in an unprecedented manner. Concentrating and circulating
funds within the Christian community effectively bolsters individual members and increases the
collective impact of the Body on the world.
○

By providing an avenue for Christians to directly fund the endeavors of other believers and
churches in a native currency, Carbon12 harnesses the blessings God has given His Bride
and utilizes them to equip the Church. Similar to how shopping locally boosts local
economies, transacting in Carbon12 will boost the Kingdom economy.

○

Carbon12 equips individuals living under authoritarian regimes and weak currencies to
develop financial autonomy, as it provides access to a currency that is not regulated or
influenced by government entities. Financial independence is a massively understated
form of aid to unbanked people that will restore believers who are marginalized by the
world to a position of influence in the upside-down Kingdom of God.

○

●
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While there are currently a limited number of banks that will loan money to churches,
Carbon12 provides the opportunity for the Church to act as a bank to itself by establishing
a collective storehouse for missional directives.

Protection - uninterruptible commerce between believers protects the Church from worldly
influences like inflation, corruption, and certain governmental regulation.
○

The establishment of a parallel economy of believers ensures that Christians will never be
excluded from commerce even if they are excluded from culture. Meaning that in the event
of a “one world currency” that requires the denunciation of Jesus Christ, Christians will still
have the ability to transact with one another.

○

Tithing with Carbon12 is convenient for congregations and helps protect church funds
from diminishing due to inflation and credit card processing fees. Carbon12 covers all fees
for approved churches3 and prevents devaluation from dilution, making donations to
churches more impactful overall as the value of each tithe is maintained.

Churches will only be approved for coverage of fees and loss protection if they adhere to Biblical
teachings and propagate a strictly Scriptural worldview.

